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Details of Visit:

Author: msg man
Location 2: Bayswater
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 7 Jan 2014 18:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07763667462

The Premises:

Robyn has nice, safe, cosy flat near to an underground station.

The Lady:

Robyn is a very attractive woman.

The Story:

Robyn is an amazing person and provides an outstanding experience. She has a nice, safe, cosy
flat near to an underground station. First-rate and easy directions are given in good time; one can
therefore comfortably plan one's arrangements. She is very accommodating, I was early, it was
okay with her and the discussions were easy, prompt, clear and concise.

Robyn's email, texts and verbal communications are clear and pleasant.A very attractive,
passionate, sensual, exciting and sociable person; lovely to spend time with. She is knowledgeable
and makes conversation most enjoyable which contributes very positively to the experience. She is
very respectful as she expects to be treated. All her skills are accurately as described and of
excellent standard. A blow by blow account is not my style, as matters progressed as they suited
us; and we are all different in how we approach what we want and need. I was relaxed, contented,
felt completely free and in the hands of a truly good decent person who knew and provided what I
needed as only a lovely person can.

Value for money and certainly not a clock watcher, we exceeded our time a little (my fault, I talk too
much!) and it was I who moved to leave as I knew that I should not take advantage of her good
nature.

I enjoyed an unforgettable experience, would certainly recommend her unreservedly and Robyn will
certainly see me again when I can next afford it.
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